
COM?OSITION OF INDIANA COALS. 

BY 'I
c 

A. NOYES.• 

Collootion oj Samples.-In the (lxamine.ti0n of any mineral which is to 
be sold or used for commercial pmpG.~es the selection of samples is of very 
great importance. In many cas~~. it is possible to select a sample in such 
a manner that the analysis will ~Low results which are very much better 
than the real average of the co nTflccr:;ia'] product. For this reason, in 
the present study of the compos lion of Indiana coals, careful attention 
was paid, at first, to the selectioCl of samples which should represent as 
nearly as possible the commerch j prod.wt of the State. The samples, 
with one exception, were taken b the mines from the face of the vein, 
beginning at the top and cutting down at several places in such a manner 
ae to secure an average sample cI C:e cl}'\L These larger samples were 
then broken into small pieces and "qu'trtered" down to secure the 
smaller sample, which was subrr;tted for analysis. This smaller sample 
was then placed in a sealea bottl, and was sent to me in that ±trm. 

Samples 1-11, inclusive, weI c coHecte<i by the Assistant Mine In
spector, James Epperson. Sam_lIes 12-19, inclusive, were collected by 
the :Mine Inspector for the Stll~, Robert Fishbr. The samples were 
taken in the mines by these g ~ utlemen, and not by the owners of the 
mines. Sample No. 20 was an d:ice sample sent by the Superintendent 
of the company, as the mine wa \ not in operation at the time. 

Samples 21-27, inclusive, are, iamples of Pittsburgh and West Virginia 
coals, furnished through the kill~ness of Mr. Henry Immerhart, of the 
Marmet Company, Cincinnati, Ghio. These samples were taken from 
the cars in Cincinnati, and were malyzed for the purpose of comparing 
their composition with that of II ,diana coals. 

DESCRIP LION OF COALS. 

1. Vanderburgh County. EHnny Side Coal & Coke Co., Evansville. 
Shaft, 280 ft. deeI'; vein, 4 ft. Cd in.; luof, black slate; floor, fire clay, 
3 ft. thick. 

2. Warrick County. Defovat Mine, three miles west of Boonville, 
on "Air Line" R. R. Shaft, 6.) ft. tH::ep; vein, 6 ft.; roof, black slate; 
floor, fire clay. 
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3. Knox Oounty. Edwardsport Ooal Mine, worked by Edwardsport 
Ooal and Mining Co. Vein, 4 ft. 6 in.; roof, black slate, 35 or 40 ft. 
thick; floor, fire clay. 

4. Knox Oounty. Bicknell Mine, on I. & V. R. R., owned by the 
Bicknell Ooal 00. Shaft, 92 ft. deep; vein, 4 ft. 2 in.; roof, gray slate. 

6. Daviess Oounty. Oabel & Kaufman Mine, three miles southwest 
of Washington. Shaft, 86 ft. deep; vein, 4 ft.; roof, soft gray slate; 
floor, soft white fire clay. 

7. Sullivan Oounty. Star Oity Mine, two and a half miles east of 
Shelburn. Shaft, 100 ft. deep; vein, 5 ft.; roof, black slate; floor, 
"Black Jack" or" bone coal," underlaid with hard fire clay, merging 
int{) sandstone. 

8. Sullivan Oounty. Alum Oave Mine. Shaft,45 ft.; vein, 5 ft. 6 in.; 
roof, black shale; floor, same as last. 

9. Greene Oounty. Buckeye or Fluhart Mine, owned by the Linton 
Ooal and Mining Co" one and a half miles southwest of Linton, on the I. 
& V. R. R. Shaft, 92 ft.; vein, 5 ft.; roof, gray slate. 

10. Greene Oounty. Summit Mine, owned by the Dugger & Neil 
OoalOo. Two miles west of Linton on the 1. & V. R. R. Shaft, 100 
ft.; vein, 5 ft. 2 in.; roof, gray shale. 

11. Greene Oounty. Island Oity Mine No.1, owned by the Island 
Oity Ooal 00. One and one-half miles south of Linton. Shaft, 66! ft.; 
vein, 5 ft.; roof, gray shale. 

12. Vigo Oounty. Ray l\fine, owned by the Vigo Oounty Ooal 00., 
at Seeleyville. Vein, 7 ft. thick, carrying two thin slate bands, dividing 
it into three nearly equal parts. Slate easily separated, and other im
purities readily removed. 

13. Olay Oounty. Gart, No.5 Shaft, Oardonia, owned by the Brazil 
Block Ooal 00. Vein, 3 ft. 6 in.; roof, gray bituminous shale; floor, 
6-12 in. of tire clay, underlaid by dark shale. 

'14. Olay Oounty. Brazil Block, No.1 Shaft, owned by the Brazil 
Block Ooal 00_ Vein, 3 ft. 10 in.; roof, white shale, cut by irregular 
" slips" or clay veins; floor, fire clay, 3-5 ft. thick. 

15. Olay Oounty. Eureka Mine No.1, owned by the Eureka Block 
Ooal 00. Vein, 3 ft. to 4 ft. 6 in.; roof, gray bituminous shale; floor, 
6-12 in. of fire clay, underlaid by a dark shale. 

16. Clay Oounty. Orawford Mine No.3, owned by the Orawford 
O{)al 00., of BraziJ, Ind. Roof and floor, aalast. 

17. Olay Oounty. Oolumbia No. 2 Mine, block coal, owned by 
Teller, McOleland & 00. 

18. Owen Oounty. Lancaster No.4 Mine. Vein,3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. 
10 in.; roof, soft shale; floor, fire clay, 2 in. to 3 ft. thick. Fair repre
ientative of the coal mined in the vicinity of Olay Oity, Clay Oounty. 
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19. Parke County. McIntc ,n No. 1 Miile, near Diamond, owned by 
I. McIntosh & Co., Brazil, Ind. :mock coal. 

20. Parke County. Cox 110. 3 Mine, bitumino\ils, owned by the 
Brazil Block Coal Co., Brazil, lid. Office sample selected by the Super
intendent. Vein, 6 ft.; roof, d:rk shale, overlaid by sandstone; floor, 
thin fire clay and shale or slate. 

21. Pittsburgh Coal. Beek'l Run, first pool coal, Hays Coal Co. 
22. Pittsburgh Coal. A!lcb: r, fourth pool coal, Beaumont Coal Co. 
23. Pittsburgh Coal. Calee IInia, fourth pool coal, T. J. Wood. 
24. Pittsburgh Coal. Ston;' Ii:ill, fomth pool coal, John D. Nixon. 
25. Pittsburgh Coal. Littl,) Rdstone, fourth pool coal, Little Red

stone Coal Co. 
26. West Virginia Coal. R 1ymond coal, The Marmet Smith Coal and 

Mining Co., Raymond City, W Va. 
27. West Virginia Coal. I lImont coal, Belmont Coal Co. 

METBO':S OF ANALYSIS. 

Moisture.-One gram of the r(,a~ was dried in a porcelain crucible in a 
toluene bath (at about 105 0 C,) for one hour. Experiments made in 
this laboratory by Mr. \V. E. Eu . { have shown that the loss of volatile com
bustible matter Wilen a coal is IOllted at 100° in a current of dry air for 
one hour is so small as to be iI t igni5cant. (See Report of the Indiana 
Academy of Science for 1896.) 

Ash.-The coal in which the moisture was qetermined was heated over 
a Bunsen burner, at first with L very low flame, till the carbon was com
pletely burned. 

Fixed Garbon.-One gram of fresh coal was placed in a platinum cru
cible 34 mm. in diameter and 3 i mm. high, and heated for seven mmutes 
over the full flame of a Bunse:[1 burner. The crucible was placed on a 
platinum triangle with its botto [1 7 cm. above the top of the burner, and 
the flame, when burning free, ~ ~.s 25 cm. high. This careful description 
of method is giv('n, becau~e tn, methods used by different chemists are 
not the same, and the results epend, to a considerable extent, on the 
method used. 

The :fixed carbon is calculate,! by subtracting from the coke left by the 
treatment described, the ash, f ,: found above. Since the irOll remains 
chiefly as the sulphide in the {oke and a8 ferric oxide in the ash, this 
method of calculation is not str:"tly accurate, but so long as methods of 
determining fixed carboI' vary I~ they do, it would be a useless refine
ment to employ a. more correct mathod of calculation. 

Volatile ()mnbtu<tihle .Matter.-'~he loss cf weight m determining fixed 
carbon, less the moisture, give3 the volatile combustible matter. i'his 
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volatile combustible matter may be assumed to contain about one-half 
of the sulphur. As the volatile combustible matter is determined by 
difference, the sum of the four substances, mentioned above, must always 
equal one hundred per cent. The sulphur is partly included in the vol. 
atile combustible matter, partly replaced by oxygen in the ash, and 
pardy, though usually to only a very small extent, remains in the ash 
in the form of sulphates. 

Sulphur.-This was determined by Eschka's method. One gram of 
the coal was mixed with one and a half grams of a mixture of one part 
of sodium carbonate with two parts of magnesium oxide, a small amount 
of the mixture being placed on top. The whole was heated in a plati
num crucible over an alcohol lamp till the carbon was completely burned. 
After cooling, one gram of ammonium nitrate was mixed in and the 
mixture heated again for. ten minutes. The residue was then treated 
with successive portions of hot water and thoroughly washed. The 
filtrate was acidified with 10'· of dilute hydrochloric acid (1:4 by vol
ume), heated to boiling and 10·' of a ten per cent. solution of barium 
chloride added very slowly. After digesting, hot, till the solution set
tled clear, quickly, after stirring, the barium sulphate was filtered off, 
ignited and weighed. A correction was applied for the amount of sul
phur found in the reagents. 

Hooting Effect.-The best method of determining the heating effect of 
coals is to burn them in an autoclave in an atmosphere of compressed 
oxygen. The time and money at our disposal did not, however, permit 
the use of that method. In order to secure some bailie for an approxi
mate comparison of the heating effect of the coals, use was made of what 
is known as Berthier's test. This was carried out as follows: One gram 
of the coal was intimately mixed with forty grams of litharge and the 
mixture was put in a Battersea C crucible, seven and a half centimeters 
deep and four and a half centimeters in internal diameter. The covered 
crucible was then placed in a 1wt gas furnace and heated for fifteen min
utes. The crucible was then taken out, tapped to collect the lead, cooled, 
broken, and the lead button cleaned and weighed. 

The determination is based on the supposition that the lead is propor
tional to the amount of oxygen required for the complete combustion of 
the fuel, and that the latter is proportional to the heating effect of the 
fuel. Neither assumption is strictly true. In accordance with these as
sumptions, one gram of lead should correspond to about 234 calories of 
heat. During the spring of 1895 Mr. J. R. McTaggart and Mr. H. 
W. Craver undertook, at my suggestion, in the laboratory of the Rose 
Polytechnic Institute, a comparison of Berthier's test with the results of 
the calculation of heating effect from analyses and with the results ob
tained by burning the same coals in Hempel'S Calorimeter. The results 
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and a discussion of the methods used are published in the Journal of the 
American Chemical Society, volume 17, page 843. The following table 
is reprinted from that Journal: 

...... 
~ 

Moisture .. . .. 5.89 8.98 63 2.366.831Volatile combustible matter 39.92 42.23 34.4Y 8. 31.1138.82 1 
Fixed carbon 39.93 40.40 47.22 50.30 43.45 42.44 
Ash ..... 13.31 I 11.48 2.68 6.22 9.05 24.09 
Carbon '.. 62.88 65.26 7141 70.50 66.86 57.32 
Hydrogen .. 5.07 5.17 5.!i6 4.76 5.30 4.56 
Nitrogen ..... 1.01 1.54 1.50 1.44 
Oxygen .. 13 06 18.42 15.69 9.93 
Ash (corrected) .. 17.98 3.07 10.65 26.75 

!¥:~~ I 

}H~I 1l:~7.09 I 
>'ulphur ..... . 46 5.88 0.62 1.39 2.57 4.25'1 .7.Iron, calculated .. 6.53 1 5.14 0.54 1.2l 2.25 3.72 

Calories per gram, calculated. .. . C 5081.00 5272.00 5770.00 5696.00 5402.00 4632.00 
Oalories per gram, calculated .. H 991.00 1011.00 939.00 784.00 962.00 956.00 
Calories per gram, calculated S 161.00 127.00 13.00 30.00 55.00 92.00 
Calories per gram, calcui ated . . . Fe 103.00 81.00 9.00 19.00 3600 59.00 

Total ... 

Difference, per cent. . . . .. . ..... +2.60 +1.20 +0.40 -4.60 ~1.2O I ~1.20 
Calories per gram, Berthier's test, factor 

208.3. '" ...... , .. 6307.00 6471.00 6831.00 6689.00 6461.00 5726.00 
Difference, per cent ...... . . +2.10 +0.90 +1.90 ~2.3~ ~1.10 -1.40 
Calories per grAm, oalorimeter . . . . . 6175.00 6415.00 6703.00 6846.00 6532.00 I 5806.00 

It 'fill be.seen from this table that in o-rder that the results of Ber
thier's test should agree with the results of the calorimeter, which were 
undoubtedly-very nearly correct, it was necessary to use an empirical 
factor of 268.3 calories per gram of lead. It was hoped, when the pres
ent work was begun, that the same factor could be used. On examin
ing the results obtained, however, it was found that for the Brazil block 
and Lancaster coals values calculated with this factor were about ten per 
cent. too low. Assuming that the total combustible matter in these 
coals is of the same composition as that in the same coals examined by 
Messrs. McTaggart and Craver a factor of 300 calories per gram of lead 
must be used. The difference is due partly to the fact that the litharge 
used in the present series contained a little red lead and partly, proba
bly, to slight differences in the manipulation and in the temperature of 
the furnace. Of course, under these circumstances, the results can not 
be considered as very reliable. The table is given with a good deal of 
hesitation and only as giving approximlttely the heating effects of the 
coals. Differences of less than two or three per cent. in the heating 
value should not be taken as proving that one coal is better than an
other. 
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The sa.me test was a.pplied to the PHI ,burgh coals, but the results dif. 
ered so much from the results obtained 1:>y Professor N. W. Lord, of Ohio 
University, by burning similar coals ire a calorimeter that it was clear 
that the results obtained by the litharg ~ test for these coals are worth· 
less unless a different factor is used. 

The total combustible matter in the coals may also be used to calculate 
the lteating effect. If, in the table givE:lI above, one-half of the sulphur 
is subtracted from the total combustibl€ matter and the heating effect as 
de~rmined by the calorimeter is dividnd by the remainder, we obtain 
the following values as the heating eff{ct in calories of one per cent. of 
combustible matter: 

New Pittsburgh A ..................... " .......... 81.12 calories. 

Nell' Pittsburgh B ................................. gO.50 calories. 

Lancaster ......................................... 79.43 calories. 

Brazil ............................................ 81.41 calories. 

Shelburn .........................................80.66 calories. 

Shop ............................................. 81.29 calories. 


Average ...................................... 80.73 calories. 


A simi1ar calculation from the analYl'les and calorimetric determina· 
tions of the heating effect of fifteen Pittsburgh coals, as given by Pro
fessor N_ W. Lord, of the University or Ohio, gives, on the average, 
80.78 calories. 

'Ve may, therefore, use the following rule for the calculation of the 
heating effect: Subtra()t from the per cent. of total oombustihle matter one-half 
qf the per cent. of sulphur and multiply the remainder by 80.7. 

It is believed that for Indiana and Pi;;tsburgh coals of the class exam· 
ined, the results of such a calcu1ation will very rarely differ by more than 
two per cent. from the heating effect liS determined by careful tests with 
a calorimeter, and that in most cases the agreement will he closer than 
that. This close agreement may be dUll, in part, to the fact, as shown by 
the analysis, that the oxygen in other forms than moisture varies only 
between very narrow limits alJd is vel'y Jlearly the same for both the In· 
diana and Pittsburgh coals. The amoutlt is in most cases seven to eight 
per cent. Without a similar comparison with a calorimeter it would not 
be safe to app1y the formula given to t10 calculation of the heating effect 
of coals containing a different amount 01 oxygen. 

All of the calculations and results giv.m in this paper are based on the 
supposition that the coal is bumed to v tpor of water at 212 0 F. If, as 
is often done, the results were calcu1ate') on the supposition that the coal 
is burned to liquid water at or~inar,; t, mperatures, they would be from 
275 to 300 calories per gram higher. )\13 in actual use the products of 
combustion always escape as carbou d;vx·de end vapor of water, the lower 
value. correspond to the conditions of Ul'e. 
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Evaporative E.ffect.-To convert one kilogram of water into one kilo
gram of steam, from and at 212 0 F., requires 536 calories of heat. If 
the heating effect is divided by 536, therefore, we obtain the evaporative 
effect in kilograms of water per kilogram of coal or in pounds of water 
per pound of coal. 

IN'.rERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON OF COALS. 

J/oisinre.-The moisture present in coal lessens its value partly by les
sening the amount of fuel contained and partly because heat is required 
to convert the water into steam when using thefue!' For the latter rea
son a difference of ten per cent. in the amount of m(')isture will cause a 
difference of about eleven per cent. in the value of coals for heating pur
poses, 

One of the most notable differences between the Indiana and Pitts
burgh coals is the larger amount of moisture in the former. In the In
diana coals the moisture varies from six to fourteen per cent., while 
in the Pittsburgh coals it is two per cent. or less. That the difference is 
characteristic and not merely due to some accident about theee samplell 
is fully established by many analyses made by others. 

Volatile Combustible 1}[atter and Fixed Carbon.-The value of a coal ill, 
in most cases, increased by an increase of the fixed carbon as compared 
with the volatile combustible matter. An increase in the volatile matter 
causes the coal to burn with a smoky flame and renders it more difficult 
to secure complete combustion. If completely burned, however, thill 
volatile matter gives approximately the same amount of heat as the same 
weight of fixed carbon. For boilers and furnaces, where proper appli
,ances can be used to secure complete combustion, a relatively large 
amount of volatile matter is, therefore, not to be considered objection
able. For the manufacture of coke and for domestic use, however, a 
high per cent. of fixed carb(m is desirable. ' 

The amount of fixed carbon in proportion to volatile combustible mat
ter is considerably greater in the Pittsburgh coals than in most of the In
diana coals. 

Of the Indiana coals the block coals show a larger proportion of fixed 
carbon than the coals commonly called in this State" bituminous" coals. 
It should be remembered, however, that in the proper meaning of the 
term all coals mined in this State are bituminous. 

Ash.-This lessens the value of a coal by decreasing the amount of 
fuel contained and because of the labor required to handle it after the 
coal is burned. The ash of the Indiana coals compares favorably with 
that of the Pittsburgh coals. 

Snlphw·. -The sulphur of the coals is mostly in the form of iron pyrites. 
While this iron pyrites gives some heat when burned, the sulphur is 
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always considered objectionable in a co:tl. A high per cent. of sulphur 
render!! a coal unfit for the use of the lj~acksmith or for the manufacture 
of iron. It also causes a coal tc slack fild disintegrat::l when exposed to 
the weather, and the heat generated 1)), its oxidation in moistened coal 
may cause the coal to take file spon:llneously. The sulphide of iron 
formed from the iron pyrites may form r,roublesome clinkers in a furnace 
and may sometimes attack and destroy the grate bars. 

While the amount of sulphur in a few of the coals is undesirably high, 
most of the coals analyzed compare fhvorably with those from other 
localities. 

TheOlJ'etiool Heating and Evaporative Effect. -The commercial value of a 
coal depends primarily on its heating elffct, while, if complete combus
tion is secured, practical boiler testse ud furnace tests will give very 
nearly the same relative value for COLS as those determined by calori
metric experiments, it often happens ~I at the conditions of use are im
perfect and that practical results wi'l vary considerably from the theo
retical values. In any case the heat Ob';;lined in practice can never equal 
the theoretical values. In uoe for boih ra, for instance, it must be con
sidered as very successful Fmcti!'e jf ~ixty or seventy per cent .. of the 
theoretical evaporative effect is secured. It is safe to say that in the vast 
majority of cases the efficiency of boi1er~ is below fifty per cent. Better 
results may be obtained, parUy by th<.l illtroduction of proper stoking de
vices or other appliances to secure cemplete combustion of all parts of 
the coal, partly by selection of a coal wl,h regard to the character of the 
individual furnace. 
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Vanderburgh . Sunny Side Coal and Coke Co. Evans,me, bituminous 86.73 38.!'>9 48.14 6.44 6.88 1.85 8 
'~ 
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Warrick.. 

Knox... 

Deforest Mine, bituminous. • . . . . . . . 
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Knox . 83 76 35.22 48.51. 7.61 8.63 6489. 12.5 
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5 Pike.. Lauder-Wooley Coo. I Co., Petersburg, bituminous. 85.31 43.')1 41.80 6.87 7.82 12.6 ~ 
6 D, viess . • 

Ilullinn. . 

Cabal & Kauffmann, bituminous 

Star City, bituminous, • 
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• . . . . . . • . 
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8 Sullivan.. Alum Cave. bituminous ••..•......... ,. 84.77 6.49 8.74 3.18 8712. 6894. 12.5 

9 Ilreene... Buckeye or Fluhart Mine. Linton Coal and Mining
Co., bituminous • ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86.79 35.69 51.10 '7.81 5.40 0.72 6974. 6618,. 13.0 

10 Greene........ Summit Mine, Dugger &. Neil Coal Co., bituminou. . 87.M 35.30 52.24 7.44 5.oz 0.61 7041. 6852. 13.1 
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11 Greene•.... · •. 1 Island City Mine, No.1, Island City Ooal Co., bitu
minous. ...•........... ....... 86.47 35 97 50.50 7.12 6.41 0.84 6944. 6819. 13.0 
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Vigo......... 

c........ 

Clay ••....•. 

Clay ......•. 

Clay. . . .. . 

Clay...... . 
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Ray Mine, Seeleyville, Vigo County Co&.\ Co., bitu· 
minouB. . . . . •. ...•....•...•..•. 

Gltrt, No.5 Shaft, Brazil Block Coal Co., block. . . .. 

Brlt.il Block, No.1 Sha ft, Brazil Blook Coal Co'.• block 

Euraka Mine No. I, Carbon. Eureka Block Coal Co., 
block. . .. ;...... .. ..... . 

Crawford,No.3 Mine, Crawford Coal Co., block .. " 

c ..  ..._...

84.46 40.25 44.21 7.57 7~7 4.01 6856. 6762.
'_'1" .._....-.-----~..---.-. 

35.27 I 36.11 49.16 11.20 3.b3 0;;2 6&~6. 6774. 
_.-_. _.. _. ,... 

35.12 45.16 49~6 13.82 1.06 1.47 6810. 68&8. 
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86.74 36.32 50.42 9.80 3.46 0.34 6935. 'WOO. 
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17 CI..y..... .. Columbia, No.2 Mine, Teller, McCleland & Co., block. 89.52 36.75 ._,_....

52.77 
..__......... 

7.47 
-

3.01 0.S7 72.02 7341. 13.4 

18 Owen . • . . . • .. Laucal!ter. No.4 Mine, semi-block. . . . . . •. .. 83.35 36.45 47.40 12.73 3.42 0.55 6744. 6636. 12.6 

19 Parke. . .... McIntosh, No.1 Mine, I. McIntosh & Co., block .. 87.70 36.69 51.0;" 8.21 4.09 0.95 70;~ 17008. 13.1 

20 Parke..... •. CO~NO. 3 Shaft. Brazil Block Coal Co.• bituminous. &8.33 41.88 46.45 ";:~91~ 2.93 7009. 6897. 13.,1 



21 Pittsburgh Coal. Beck's Run, First Pool. Hays Coal Co ". 96.06 36.O! 60';;- 2.09 1.851 o.~! I' 7'126:1· ··1 14.6 
-'-- .---'-. 

22 Pittsburgh Coal .. Anchor, Fourth Pool, Beaumont Coal Co. . . . . . .. 89 8t 3.~.so M.54 l.so M6 0.45 I 7230. .... 13.5 
..--...;- " .- ,'" .~~.;-. 
23 Pittsburgh Coal " Caledonia. Fourth PO'll. T. J. Wood. . . . . . . .. 90.26 35.22 55.04 1.35 8.39 OJ,9 7256. .' 13.5 

-,~--;-. 1--~-~ 
24 Pittsburgh Coal .. Stony Hill. Fourth Pool, John D. Nixon. . " 92.74 35.46 57.28 1.11 6.151 0.56 7462..... 13.9 

--.-. .~ 
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25 Pittsburgh Coal .. Little Redstone, Fourth PO'll, Little Redstone Coal Co 91.08 3.~.88 55.20 0.98 7.94 0.82 7316..... 13.7 

26 West Virginia Coal. Raymond, Marmet Smith Coal and Mining Co. • • .. 91.11 40.14 51.02 3.20 5.64 2.25 7266..... 13.6 
- >--.,----+---,-;-. --
27 WestVirginiaCoal. Belmont, BelmontC'lal Co., Belmont. W. V.. . . . .. 90.01 37.84 52.20 1.45 8.51 0.46 7248. .... 13.5 
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